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I  am honored that President Anderson has asked me to 
give the Inaugural Lecture* in what I am certain will 
be a constructive series of discussions—well, if not 
certain, hopeful. After all, energy policy is a field in 

which even constructive engagement, which is rare, does 
not always produce  a triumph of light over heat. 

 My goal today is to attempt to find common ground 
in the battle over policies to produce “sustainable growth.” 
That involves finding the reasonable people among those for 
whom “sustainable” compels attention to the importance of 
environmental goals, and the equally reasonable people who 
believe that “growth” is an important key to rising material 
standards of living. 

Unfortunately, this means writing off the possibility 
of bridging the differences between those for whom 
“sustainable” means regulation-at-all-costs, and those for 
whom growth is such an over-riding necessity that they have 
enlisted as foot soldiers in a war against the regulation-mad, 
chanting “drill, baby, drill”. Unfortunately, many in this  
latter group have been too long away from their dog-eared 
copies of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations to recall how he 
felt markets should work—the pre-conditions he laid down 
for effectively functioning markets—which include a role 
for government.  

I have been around the energy/environmental debates 
for too many decades to believe that progress can be made if 
we include in the discussion those who refuse to credit the 
validity and sincerity of their opponents’ motives, views and 
goals. I prefer to preach to utility executives who can at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* This paper constitutes the notes on which the lecture was based, it being cruel and 
unusual punishment to read this document to a captive audience.  
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least tolerate John Rowe’s1 recognition that nuclear plants 
cannot be built and operated without bilking the tax payer or 
the consumer, or both, and to environmentalists like Peter 
Bradford,2 who recently wrote that policymakers “should 
focus on implementing policies like carbon taxes (for  
climate) or oil import fees (for security) and accept the  
market’s verdict as to which energy sources fit the resulting 
bill,”3 and energy-wise policy wonks like Roger Sant,4 who 
continually gropes for a policy that balances commercial  
necessity, environmental preservation, and intergerational 
justice. 

So let me tell you those to whom these remarks are 
not addressed. First, there are the environmental absolutists 
who believe that economic growth is an evil—a way of  
satisfying wants that are created by greedy corporations  
in order to keep the proletariat’s noses to the grindstone,  
and that environmental regulations are costless.5 To environ-
mental irreconcilables, fossil fuels are an unmitigated  
disaster; nuclear power is so risky that its development is to 
be prevented by making waste storage impossible; and even 
wind (kills birds and is ugly) and solar (gobbles land and 
water) are to be tolerated at best, used as ploys to forestall 

 

 

 

 

We must grope  
for a policy  
that balances  
commercial  
necessity,  
environmental 
preservation,  
and intergerational 
justice. 

1. Former chairman and CEO of Exelon, who told The Wall Street Journal (October 
22, 2011), “Prostitution, horse racing, gambling and electricity are irresistible to 
politicians.” 
2. Former Member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and chairman of the 
Maine and New York Public Service Commissions, now consulting and teaching at 
the Vermont Law School. 
3. Peter Bradford, “Squaring Off on the Environment”, The Wall Street Journal, 
October 8, 2012. 
4. Chairman Emeritus and co-founder of AES, now engaged in a wide variety of 
philanthropic activities. 
5. Michael Greenstone of MIT and NBER colleagues at the University of Chicago, 
John A. List and Chad Syverson, reckon that air quality regulations have a cost in 
reduced productivity of $20 billion annually, or 8.8% of average manufacturing sec-
tor profits. “The Effects of Environmental Regulation on the Competitiveness of 
U.S. Manufacturing,” MIT Department of Economics Working Paper No. 12-24, 
September 2012. 
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development of the greater evil, fossil fuels.6  

Next, there is the afore-mentioned “drill, baby drill” 
crowd, which does not recognize that development of our 
energy resources might have an impact on the environment, 
local and global. To this development-at-all-costs crowd—
damn the environment, full speed ahead—anyone suggest-
ing that we need to balance development with considera-
tions of sustainability (I use that term despite an uncertainty 
as to its meaning)7 and environmental awareness is for  
tree-hugging hippies who mistakenly failed to accept the 
dye-polluted rivers of  Victorian Manchester and the  
smokestacks of 20th century Pittsburgh as signs of  
economic vitality. 

 For those groups I have nothing to offer but a con-
tinuation of their sweat and tears as they go at each other in 
whatever forum they can conjure. But for the great mass of 
policymakers, scholars on the cutting edge of new tech-
nologies—the sorts of reasonable people who have always 
flocked to John Rowe’s banner and I understand will be  
invited to this series of lectures—I would like to suggest a 
path through their differences.  

 The obvious point of departure is climate change, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. For some environmental objections to the development of utility-scale solar pro-
jects see Robert Glennon and Andrew M. Reeves, “Solar Energy’s Cloudy Future,” 
Arizona Legal Studies, Discussion Paper No. 10-45, The University of Arizona, 
James E. Rogers College of Law, December 2010. A report on environmentalists’ 
objections to the massive $2.2 billion Ivanpah solar plant being built in the Mojave 
desert—the developer calls it the solar equivalent of the Hoover Dam—can be found 
in Bloomberg Businessweek, October 14, 2012.  
7. John Rowe was quite right to call “sustainability “one of those big, sloppy, Janus 
faced words.” Those not content to leave it at that, and who feel in need of a defini-
tion, might make do with this, “More and more companies see sustainable business 
as going beyond minimising the environmental footprint created by their activities. 
Many now believe their responsibility extends to managing the impact on the com-
munities that are their neighbours, customers and employees.” Sarah Murray, 
“Commercial approach can help fill the gap,” Sustainable Business Development, 
Special Report, Financial Times, June 20, 2012. There is a government-established 
Partnership for Sustainable Communities with goals to broad to describe here.  
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once known as global warming, but with its name changed 
so that it can cover more contingencies, perhaps even the 
advent of a new ice age. In a world that seems to be divided 
into believers and non-believers, I am an agnostic.  I cannot 
sign on with the believers because I have less faith in  
models of all sorts than perhaps I should. But remember:  
my recent experience with models has been  watching some 
of my colleagues attempt to forecast the course of the  
economy, and others—the famous quants—trust their  
models to manage risk with some success. So you might 
want to discount my skepticism when I translate that experi-
ence to the climate models that purport to predict not only 
the direction of change but its causes, and in which their 
creators and followers place so much confidence that they 
are willing to spend billions of other people’s money on  
policies that assume the models are accurate. 

 But neither am I prepared to sign on with the non-
believers for a very simple reason: they might be wrong, 
and, if they are, we will have inflicted great and probably 
irreversible harm on future generations, a cohort we are 
leaving debt-ridden so that we can enjoy what we have 
come to believe are our entitlements, and uneducated lest 
we antagonize the teachers’ unions. 

The simple fact is that we have to make energy policy—
and environmental policy is a subset of energy policy,  
or vice versa if that is your preference—as if we are all  
agnostics, which for policymaking purposes means that: 

 We can’t afford to assume that the world is on the brink 

of disaster, because we might adopt policies that do a 
great deal of costly harm, but very little good. 
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 But neither can we ignore that fact that it is senseless  

to make huge expenditures now in pursuit of future 
benefits without doing our best to (1) factor in the  
time-value of money, and (2) give some weight to  
the possibility that by the time the future rolls around 
the fertile and well-honed brains represented in this 
room will have solved what seem today to be insoluble 
problems. 

 We can’t forget that if the globe is warming there will 

be winners as well as losers, and that the interests of 
potential winners cannot reasonably be ignored.8  

 We can’t afford to assume that uncertainty justifies  

doing nothing. Policy paralysis, although perhaps less 
dangerous than excessive zeal, is nevertheless to be 
avoided. 

Now this is the point at which I would dearly like to say 
that we should leave the choices of the rate of development 
of energy supplies, and the form those supplies should 
take, to the market. But I fear I cannot—the market for  
energy is a highly imperfect market:  

 It does not send honest price signals to consumers to 

guide their choices among different energy sources,  
or inform them of the environmental costs of their  
decisions.  

 It does not send valid price signals to producers, guid-

ing them to invest in this or that source of energy, or 

 

 

 

 

 

Policy paralysis, 
although perhaps 
less dangerous 
than excessive 
zeal, is to be  
avoided. 

8. “Many people living … in the melting Arctic … would prefer their winters a bit 
less chilly. They are also looking forward to the rich opportunities a warmer Arctic 
will open up in resource development, shipping and the service industries that will 
flourish around them.” The Economist, Special Report, “The Arctic, The Melting 
North,” June 16th, 2012, p.16.  
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inform them when to do so, in the interests of maximiz-
ing efficiency.9 

 It is not free of distortions created by governments,  

including those that participate in the OPEC oil cartel. 

 Now, there are many markets that are imperfect. In-
deed, few are perfect. And we should learn to live with ra-
ther than attempt to correct every market imperfection in 
every market: government cures are often worse than the 
disease they aim to treat. Unfortunately, energy is so crucial 
to the economy, and the imperfections so pervasive, that is 
not an area in which government can sensibly stay its hand. 

 Very few doubt that the production and use of energy 
involve what economists call externalities—costs of produc-
tion that are not reflected in the price paid by consumers.  
If, for example, the burning of coal to generate electricity 
has consequences for the health of the surrounding popula-
tion, absent some penalizing mechanism the costs associated 
with the poorer health will not be borne by the coal producer 
or consumer, or reflected in the price the utility pays for  
coal or the consumer for electricity. Or if a wind machine 
destroys the view plane of homeowners, reducing the value 
of their property, the cost of that loss would be borne neither 
by the producer of wind energy, nor by the consumer of the  
electricity generated, absent some mechanism to require 
payment. 

 I won’t bore you with the theoretical controversy over 
how such externalities should be treated. Some economists 
favor deals between the parties involved, others government 
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and use of energy 
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economists call 
externalities. 

9. This is not the place to list all of the market imperfections, which include invest-
ment-distorting features of the tax code, uninternalized costs and benefits of energy 
use, politicized permitting, and imperfect regulation. 
10. An interesting summary of the dispute is found in R.H. Coase, The Firm The 
Market and The Law. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988, pp.95-156.   
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action.10 “The problem,” concludes R.H. Coase, “is to  
provide practical arrangements which will correct defects  
in one part of the system without causing more serious  
harm in other parts.”11 Right. So let’s explore how that 
might happen. 

 Take the case of oil and gas exploration and produc-
tion. It seems clear that if the negative effects of drilling  
on private lands are confined to the landowner, we haven’t 
much of a public policy problem: the landowner and the  
developer negotiate a mutually satisfactory deal, and  
development proceeds. At this stage, government inter-
vention is unnecessary, although it is not unlikely that reve-
nue-hungry governments will seek to exact at least an ounce 
of flesh by taxing the income from royalties, and proceeds 
from the purchase of drilling equipment. A minor annoyance 
for practical policy purposes. The dealing-between-
consenting-adults works, as the relative speed with which 
energy resources on private lands are being developed  
testifies. 

 So far, I hope I have all parties to energy/environ-
mental policy nodding approval—or at least insufficiently 
antagonized to interrupt. Unfortunately, life is not as simple 
as I have thus far described. In the case of fracking, there 
just might be threats to the environment, in this case the  
water supply. Left to their own devices, landowner and  
developer would strike a bargain that does not include the 
cost of damage, if any, to that supply. The simple solution 
would be to include in the deal any private or public body 
that might be affected—give the holder of water rights a cut 
of the deal to compensate for the risk of contamination.  

 But as a practical matter most politicians prefer regu-

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Ibid., p.142.  
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lation to taking a share of the risk of development in return 
for compensation. Which raises several policy questions. 
The first is the locus of the regulation—federal, state, local? 
At first blush, it would seem that since the environment  
being affected is the local area dependent on the water  
supply, and feeling the impact of construction associated 
with development, the locality should take the lead. That is 
the solution Governor Andrew Cuomo has until recently 
been proposing for the regulation of fracking in New York 
State—until he responded to pressure to conduct still  
another state-government-led review.12 It is also the policy 
Governor Romney is proposing for permitting drilling on 
onshore sites, including on federal lands. The Romney  
proposal builds on the idea, “States have crafted highly  
efficient and effective permitting and regulatory programs 
that address state-specific needs.”13

 

 Small problem: the economic and security  
implications of energy supply are national, not state-
specific. If small towns in upstate New York and some  
western states decide against developing our shale-gas  
resources, they create problems for all Americans. And if, 
conversely, they opt for lax environmental standards, the 
consequences might not stop at state lines. So as a practical 
matter, when it comes to most issues surrounding the devel-
opment of our energy resources, the decisions must be made 
at the national level,14 or to state the matter in its most un-

 

 

 

 

The economic  
and security  
implications of  
energy supply are 
national, not  
state-specific. 

12. Moving from local to state-government decision-making changes the dynamic. 
The upstate counties in which fracking would be conducted are significantly poorer, 
in jobs and income, than New York City and the downstate counties that will now 
call the tune in the decision whether to go ahead with development that the Manhat-
tan Institute estimates would generate more than $11 billion in economic output and 
15,000 jobs by 2020. “Cuomo’s De-Fracking”, The Wall Street Journal, October 4, 
2012. 
13. “The Romney Plan For A Stronger Middle Class: Energy Independence,” Au-
gust 23, 2012, mimeo p.8. 
14. A group of self-styled environmental and energy experts, including Lady Gaga, 
Paul McCartney, and Yoko Ono have formed (continued on 9) 
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pleasant way—Washington, D.C.  

Of course, moving policymaking to a national venue 
to circumvent NIMBY politics does not always solve our 
problems and produce a result that is in the national interest. 
The state of Nevada does not want to be home to a nuclear 
waste repository. But moving the debate to the national 
stage puts me in mind of the great musical, Guys and Dolls, 
in which the gamblers can’t find a location for their craps 
game because, “things being how they are” (the heat was 
on), the back of the police station was out. Well, things be-
ing how they are in the U.S. Senate, Yucca Mountain is 
out—the majority leader hails from Nevada, and for him  
all politics is local. He has in effect vetoed the opening of 
Yucca Mountain, with consequences that extend far beyond 
his state. (Whether the utility industry has been as vigorous 
as it might be in making alternative arrangements with areas 
or even countries that would accept nuclear waste for a fee, 
I do not know.)  

 So far, so unpleasant—most energy regulation must 
be on a national level. This is true even of green sources of 
energy, such as wind machines. For in addition to creating 
eyesores that affect only local inhabitants, they can impair 
scenic views that are national treasures, destroy bird life,  
interfere with the operation of radar installations, and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. (continued) a group, Artists Against Fracking. Along with environmentalists led 
by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., this lobby has persuaded Governor Cuomo to initiate a 
review of the scientific facts, never mind that a four-year review has already been 
completed. “The developments have created the sense in Albany that Mr. Cuomo is 
consigning fracking to oblivion,” which he denies , saying “we’ll make the decision 
on the science.” In “Shift by Cuomo on Gas Drilling,” The New York Times, Sep-
tember 30, 2012. “Some in the [celebrity] group have homes near the upstate areas 
where the new drilling could take place.” (“Celebrities Join to Oppose Upstate Gas 
Drilling,” The New York Times, August 24, 2012.) The “star power” these celebrities 
bring to legislative hearings—Lady Gaga will attract more of the television cameras 
beloved of politicians than would a noted hydrologist—and the importance of Holly-
wood as a source of campaign contributions, give the group more clout than the 
technical expertise of its members would warrant.  
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require the construction of high-voltage transmission lines 
that traverse an entire region or several states. On the  
positive side of the cost:benefit ledger, if their political 
sponsors are to be believed, these machines have an  
important positive externality: they create jobs,15 surely a 
national as well as a merely local benefit, and one to be  
included in the tallying of costs and benefits.  

Which brings us to the next question: who is to do the 
job of regulating when regulation is the least inefficient 
means of balancing various policy goals? We like to say that 
we are a government of laws, not men. But I would like you 
to consider that the opposite is the case: that we are in  
important respects a government of men, with laws as they 
are now written having only a marginal effect on the course 
of regulation. This has been demonstrated most recently  
by government agencies that feel bound neither by the  
intent nor the language of the laws they are created to  
administer. Or, to put it more kindly, find that vaguely  
drafted legislation gives them license to pursue agendas 
more extreme and at times very different from that the legis-
lator had anticipated.  

 Doubt that, and ask yourself whether the Environ-
mental Protection Agency staffed by the Obama admin-
istration is having no different an impact than its  
predecessor; or whether a Homeland Security Agency  
that will not detain suspected illegal immigrants is behaving 
as did its predecessor; or whether the regulations being  
put in place by the Department of Health and Human  
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government of 
men, with laws 
having only a  
marginal effect  
on regulation.  

15. Do treat estimates of the millions of jobs green spending creates with care, the 
same care with which you treat claims by proponents of fossil fuel development that 
their favored programs will create tens or hundreds of thousands of jobs.  See Diana 
Furchtgott-Roth, Regulating to Disaster: How Green Jobs Policies Are Damaging 
America’s Economy. New York: Encounter Books, 2012. 
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Services to implement Obamacare are the same as they 
would be were there a differently inclined President in the 
White House; or whether regulations to implement Dodd-
Frank are being affected by just who is doing the drafting. 

 Also, consider how one man was able to change  
the course of decades of regulation. Alfred Kahn, first as 
chairman of the New York Public Service Commission and 
later as chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, changed 
the way utilities were regulated and worked mightily to  
end regulation of the airline industry. Post-Kahn, utility  
regulation was a very different creature than it was before  
he decided to apply his academic insights to the practical 
world of regulation.16 

  Note: It is not necessary to decide that these agencies 
are on the wrong track, although I believe some of them  
are, to believe that their staffing matters, that different  
regulators, all honorable men and women, would create 
wildly different regulatory regimes, even though operating 
under the same set of laws.  

 This realization that staffing matters is especially  
important when it comes to energy and environmental  
policy. Investments in energy projects are long-lived, in  
the case of nuclear plants perhaps half-a-century or more. 
And the industrial adjustments made in response to energy 
and environmental policies are difficult if not impossible  
to reverse. Fuel efficiency standards, once enacted, can be 
reversed only at a high cost in wasted investment; banning 
of incandescent light bulbs in favor of lamps that make 

16. See Thomas K. McCraw, Prophets of Regulation. Cambridge: Harvard Universi-
ty Press, 1984, pp.222-299. Also a series of papers “In Remembrance of Alfred E. 
Kahn” in The American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings of the One Hun-
dred Twenty Fourth Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association, May 
2012.  
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reading of books difficult-to-impossible—you remember 
books, the paper things that preceded backlit e-readers— 
put an end to an industry that is unlikely to re-emerge if the 
law is repealed; manufacturers are unlikely to gear up to 
produce high-flush toilets should limitations on their sale  
be reversed.  

There’s more, but you get the idea: like diamonds, 
which we are told by DeBeers are forever, environmental 
regulations are forever, or at least highly costly to reverse, 
just as failing to regulate can in some circumstances be  
costly. It is one thing to call for policies that are easily  
adjustable, reversible if experience so dictates, as John 
Rowe sensibly suggested in his introductory remarks. It is 
quite another to get that job done, as he would be among the 
first to admit. Environmental policies must be framed with 
the long-run in mind—they can’t be turned on and off like a 
light switch. 

 So investors in the energy and environmental  
industries face three hazards. The first is the imposition of 
senseless regulations, crafted in pursuit of some political 
agenda that is insensitive to cost:benefit considerations.  
The second is that very often the least sensible regulations 
are cast in concrete, while others become the victim of a 
change of personnel at the regulatory agency, wiping out  
investments made in good faith. The third is that some  
regulations change faster than a facility can be depreciated, 
leaving the company with unrecoverable investment.     

 All of which points in one direction, a direction I am 
hoping will become more attractive when the alternatives—
regulation, often irreversible, always affected by a changing 
of the guard or minds at the regulatory agency, and massive 
subsidies—are considered. The best way to avoid both  
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energy and environmental regulation, and the subsidies that 
often waste taxpayer money and corrupt the political process, 
is to correct the basic problem: the failure of prices to reflect 
the true cost of production and consumption. And the best 
way—not a perfect way, by any means, but the best avail-
able—is to impose a carbon tax.17  

Now, before you point out that I seem to be aban-
doning my plan to stick to the practical, consider this. No 
matter who occupies the White House for the next four years, 
no matter what the mix of Tea Party and Pelosi Party, the 
government will have to do something about the deficit.  
If not, the bond markets will. And no matter how adamant 
the Republicans now say they are that taxes should not go 
up, how wedded they are to the energy industries that tend  
to concentrate in Republican states, taxes will go up. And  
no matter how determined the Democrats say they are to 
confine tax increases to millionaires and billionaires, aka  
any families earning more than $250,000, other taxes will go 
up as part of any deal to prevent Washington from becoming 
the next Athens. Whether that comes from an increase in tax 
rates, or from plugging what liberal politicians like to call 
loop-holes, I have no idea. Equally painful, spending will 
have to come down. As politicians reluctantly conclude, even 
after finding some politically acceptable spending cuts, that 
they must find money somewhere, carbon taxes will again be 

17. See my “Carbon Taxes: An Opportunity for Conservatives,” Briefing Paper, 
Hudson Institute, March 2011. Also Robert H. Frank, “Carbon Tax Silence, Over-
taken by Events”, The New York Times, August 26, 2012. Cap-and-trade would also 
work—no give-aways to incumbents, however. “Either cap and trade or a system of 
pollution taxes works far better than any effort to make collective judgments about 
the ‘best available’ technology as a precondition for launching new facilities or ve-
hicles.” Richard A. Epstein, “Carbon Dioxide: Our Newest Pollutant,” Suffolk Uni-
versity Law Review, Volume XLIII, Number 4, 2010, p.825. My preference for a tax 
as opposed to cap and trade is, primarily, that the distribution of permits seems to 
deteriorate into still another system of paying off politically powerful supporters 
with free permits.  
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on the table.  

And properly so: better to tax a pollutant than  
incomes that are the product of work and risk-taking.  
As Cornell professor Robert Frank recently put it, “If new 
taxes are unavoidable, why not adopt ones that not only  
help balance the budget but also help make the economy 
more efficient? By reducing harmful emissions, a carbon  
tax fits that description.”18  

I should add here that John Rowe believes I am 
wrong in thinking that carbon taxes might once again find  
a place on the policy agenda, or as he put it in his more 
charitable way, “Irwin, you are way ahead of your time”—
the sort of criticism that any economist welcomes. John  
has been as bloodied as I have, more so if fact be known, in 
the war to develop some semblance of a sensible energy/
environmental policy. So his views should carry great 
weight with all of you. However, I find it not at all  
unnerving to consider that I might be wrong. 

 But it is possible that I might be right. When the  
hunt for revenues begins in earnest, it is possible that the  
intellectual basis for carbon taxes—that they would  
gradually force the prices energy consumers pay to reflect 
something approximating the full social costs of consuming 
energy—combined with sound arguments for not raising  

18. Professor Frank estimates that a tax of $300 a ton—well beyond anything pro-
duced by various auction systems—would raise the price of gasoline by $3 per gal-
lon, but he suggests that the tax be “phased in gradually, only after the economy has 
returned to full employment.” Op. cit. 
19. My slight preference for a carbon tax over cap and trade stems from my view 
that it would be madness to distribute initial emission permits free of charge to firms 
with the largest lobbying organizations, and from experience in Europe, where the 
carbon permit scheme “has been beset by problems since its inception in 2005, in-
cluding criminal fraud, theft and a glut of permits.” Joshua Chaffin and Neil Hume, 
“EU and Australia agree carbon market link to tackle emissions, Financial Times, 
August 29, 2012. 
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income taxes in the midst of painfully slow growth, would 
tilt politicians towards carbon taxes.19 And even if such  
taxes proved to be a highly imperfect reflection of the  
uninternalized costs of consuming carbon-based fuels, they 
would still provide a source of revenue that would have less 
of a dampening effect on the willingness to work and take 
risks than would almost any conceivable alternative, with the 
exception of the imposition of very high inheritance taxes  
on the winners of the sperm lottery.20 

Such a tax on carbon would:  

 reduce uneconomic consumption of energy,  

 get more bang for the buck than “substitute policies,  

such as mandates to use this fuel or install that piece of 
equipment…”,21  

 improve the economic prospects of carbon capture and 

storage,22 and  

 level the playing field on which oil, gas, coal, wind, solar, 

nuclear and other energy sources joust for consumer  
favor, eliminating much of the justification for subsidies 
of one source or another, which totaled some $37 billion 
in fiscal year 2010, the most recent for which data are 
available.23  

Let’s spend a moment on subsidies. Parties eager to tax the 

20. See my “Inherit Only The Wind.” The Weekly Standard, May 26, 1997, Vol. 2, 
No. 36. 
21. Hunt Allcott and Michael Greenstone, “The (Alleged) Energy-Efficiency Gap”, 
The Milken Institute Review, Third Quarter 2012, p. 64.  
22. Failure to enact a carbon tax makes it cheaper to emit a ton of carbon into the air 
than to hide a ton of carbon underground. See “Carbon capture, Going Underground, 
New work on how to clean up coal”, The Economist, August 18th, 2012.  
23. U.S. Energy Information Agency, “Direct Federal Financial Interventions and 
Subsidies in Fiscal Year 2010”, July 2011. Included in this total are tax breaks, re-
search and development, loans and loan guarantees, conservation programs and other 
expenditures. 
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U.S. Treasury, aka taxpayers, justify their demands for  
subsidies by citing what the other guy gets from direct  
government hand-outs, or the advantage some competitors 
have because the environmental costs they create are not  
included in the prices they charge consumers. 

 Advocates for renewables and such associated gear as 

batteries say they need subsidies to level the playing field 
with an under-taxed oil industry;  

 Operators of nuclear plants justify their special  

subsidies—government subsidized insurance, for  
example—by citing the benefits heaped on their com-
petitors, and uninternalized costs created by competing 
technologies but not by nuclear plants;  

 Proponents of conservation measures claim that the  

savings from such measures are under-estimated because 
energy prices do not reflect the full costs incurred in the 
production of energy; and 

 Advocates of subsidies to promote the sale of electric  

vehicles cite the fact that gasoline-powered vehicles rely 
on an uneconomically under-priced polluting fuel,  
subsidies that take from the poor to give to the rich.24    

 

24. The government recently relaxed conditions of its $465 million loan to electric-
vehicle maker Tesla Motors. The company is burning through cash and seeking 
additional help from investors and taxpayers. Tesla lowered its estimate of sales this 
year from 5,000 to 3,000 units. Bradley Berman, “One Big Step for Tesla, One Gi-
ant Leap for E.V.s”, and “Charging Ahead on the Electric Highway,” The New York 
Times, September 30, 2012. Berman was able to drive from Lake Tahoe to Los An-
geles because of Tesla’s specially constructed “string of strategically placed high-
speed chargers…”. The company says it still plans to meet its target of 20,000 vehi-
cles in 2013. Liam Denning, “Tesla’s Cars Look Better Than Its Stock,” The Wall 
Street Journal, October 15, 2012.  The top-of-the-line model is priced at $83,270, 
not exactly within the price range of taxpayers who are bearing the cost of the 
$7,500 tax credit available to buyers. A market-research firm estimates that today’s 
electric car owners have an average income of $148,346. Joseph B. White, “Electric 
Cars Struggle to Break Out of Niche,” The Wall Street Journal, September 26, 
2012. Smith Electric, a manufacturer of electric trucks that received a $32 million 
Energy Department grant is in similar difficulties, having lost $128 million since 
2009, forcing it to withdraw its IPO. (continued on 17) 
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And on and on. If carbon taxes force the tax-inclusive 
prices of fossil fuels to reflect all of the costs involved in 
their use, including the currently uninternalized social costs, 
the claims for subsidies for wind and solar, for example,  
become less defensible, and bonuses for buying energy-
efficient appliances become unnecessary,25 as do such 
measures as arbitrary CAFE standards. Get the prices right, 
and let the market do the rest. 

 Would that life were so simple. We are left with  
the question of whether a complete energy/environmental 
policy should include special subsidies for new technologies, 
perhaps those that have costs that will decline as technolo-
gies are refined and scale achieved. In short, there are times 
when dynamic analysis leads to results quite different  
from those produced by accepting current cost and other  
conditions as eternal. So energy policy, if it is to be  
complete, must find some balance between Solyndra and  
its uneconomic and corrupting brethren, on the one hand,  
and elimination of all subsidies to energy technologies that 
just might have a role to play in our futures. 

 If we are to have subsidies, my suggestion is that we  
leave allocation of that taxpayer investment in future energy 
technologies to the robust venture capital industry. If it is  
decided that subsidies are essential for some reason or other, 
the funds set aside should be put up for bids, with the entre-
preneur with highest ratio of skin-in-the game to the amount 

24. (continued) Diana Furchtgott-Roth, “Apple’s Been On a Tear - Without Govern-
ment Assistance, RealClearMarkets.com, September 25, 2012. 
25. Beware the unintended consequences of inducements to buy such appliances. 
When one utility offered deep discounts on energy-efficient refrigerators, grateful 
consumers rushed to buy new fridges -- and moved the old, inefficient ones into 
their basement to use for storing beer and other foods: energy consumption rose. 
Robert J. Michaels, a senior fellow at the Institute for Energy Research points out 
that “Technology that improves energy efficiency and reduces its costs means people 
can consume more goods and services that use energy…”. In “The Hidden Flaw of 
‘Energy Efficiency,’” The Wall Street Journal, August 21, 2012. 
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of subsidy being requested declared the winner.  

Surely some such scheme would be far better at  
producing winners than would relying on government  
agencies that are prisoners to political considerations and 
the corruption created by politicians’ insatiable appetites for 
campaign funds, and playing with someone else’s money. 
The Secretary of Energy can calmly ignore the cost of his 
largesse to taxpayers when he makes imprudent loans to rich 
investors and lenders because it isn’t his money that is at 
risk. Congressmen can mandate the use of expensive blends 
of gasoline because the billions of cost will be spread across 
all motorists and will not appear on anyone’s tax bill. Of 
course, as experience in California teaches, when the cost of 
some environmental regulation becomes steep and obvious 
consumers (aka voters) will react with sufficient anger  
to force suspension of the regulation on gasoline types  
that produced $5 gasoline and shortages at the pump.  
Federal and state governments can without consequence  
to themselves set goals for the use of renewables because 
the cost will show up on the bills of utilities, and not appear 
as higher taxes. 

I recommend reliance on venture capitalists to  
optimize the use of subsidies, this in recognition of the  
fact that there will be subsidies even though recent develop-
ments seriously weaken the case for subsidies in the energy 
industries. The principal such development is our entry into 
an era of the availability of abundant domestic supplies of 
oil and gas, so abundant in the case of the latter that one 
wonders why the government is still offering financial  
encouragement to utilities willing to build new nuclear 
plants that no less an authority than GE CEO Jeff Immelt 
says are so costly that it is “really hard” to defend them  
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financially.26 Or to developers of wind and solar power, nei-
ther of which can efficiently play more than a minor role in 
our total energy supply picture without massive subsidies27 if 
natural gas supplies prove as abundant and natural gas prices 
remain nearly as low as they now are,28 so low that natural 
gas use by power companies jumped 32% in the first half  
of this year while their coal demand dropped 18%,29 and that 
natural gas now accounts for about as large a portion of  
power generation as coal.30 But the prospects for coal would  
brighten if Romney succeeds Obama and if —this is a big 
“if”, since rolling back environmental regulations, and  
killing those in the pipeline, are no easy tasks—he succeeds  
in getting the emissions regulations changed.31 Those regula-

26. Pilita Clark, Rebecca Bream and Guy Chazan, “Wind taken out of nuclear 
power’s sails,” Financial Times, August 3, 2012. The estimated cost of a 3.2GW 
nuclear reactor has risen from about $6 billion in 2008 to over $10 billion now 
“based on the experience of Flamaville [EDF’s reactor in northern France] and Olk-
iloto [Areva’s reactor in Finland]”, according to Peter Atherton, utilities analyst with 
Citigroup in London. And EDF has announced that it will not go forward with plans 
to build two new reactors in Somerset, England, “without huge subsidies, paid for 
through fixed levies on the electricity bills of consumers and businesses for decades 
to come.” The Times, July 15, 2012. 
27. See Diane Cardwell, “An Industry [wind] Becalmed” because of doubts about 
future tax credits. The New York Times, September 21, 2012. Also, Ed Crooks, “US 
wind industry faces blow if aid ends,” Financial Times, September 29, 2012. Crooks 
notes, “The US market is booming…. It is the feverish activity that precedes a col-
lapse…. The US market had been reliant on … a tax credit that was introduced in 
1992.” Vestas, the world’s largest wind turbine manufacturer and therefore hardly a 
disinterested observer, estimates that if the tax credit  disappears, the market would 
shrink by between 75% and 95%. Crooks, “Vestas warns of tax credit hit to turbine 
makers,” Financial Times, September 28, 2012.   
28. Renewables received $6.6 billion of the $11.9 billion spent by the government 
on “electricity production subsidies and support” in FY2010. U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Administration, op.cit., p.xviii. This might not include the special treatment 
of income from Master Limited Partnerships, widely used in the oil and gas industry 
to reduce federal income tax liability. See Letter from Joel Cannon, CEO, tenKsolar, 
The Wall Street Journal, August 30, 2012.  
29. Department of Energy data reported in Liam Denning, “Natural Gas: Coal’s 
Worst Enemy”, The Wall Street Journal, September 27, 2012. 
30. But it is arguable that as natural gas becomes more of an internationally traded 
commodity its price might well rise. Indeed, some observers say that there are al-
ready signs that the current low levels will not prevail for very long. See Liam Plev-
en, “What Glut? Gas Prices Rise”, The Wall Street Journal, September 28, 2012.  
31. Utilities have announced the retirement of some 10% of total coal-fired capacity, 
and it is unlikely that any regulatory change would bring those plants back into use. 
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tions and their post-election tightening by a re-elected 
Obama administration, relieved of its desire to carry coal-
producing states notwithstanding, a few utility companies 
are planning to proceed with the construction of half-dozen, 
long-planned coal-burning plants. Construction must start 
by April 2013 before new curbs on greenhouse-gas emis-
sions take effect, but new regulations on mercury emissions 
are making it difficult for the utilities to meet that target.32    

There is another dimension of policy that cannot be 
ignored: energy/environmental policy does not stop at the 
oceans’ shores. There is the small matter of energy security, 
of not allowing our foreign policy to be held hostage by the 
bad guys on whom we still rely for much of our oil, either 
directly or indirectly—Iran, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela.  
Although domestic energy independence, promised to us  
by politicians from the days when Richard Nixon stalked  
the White House corridors, remains a myth, we are on the 
verge of becoming less dependent on hostile and unstable 
energy sources. The “peak oil crowd”, although not  
routed, is receiving less of an audience since new drilling 
techniques increased estimates of domestic oil resources. 
And it is generally agreed that abundant, inexpensive natural 
gas now has the potential to substitute for gasoline in  
portions of the fleets of such companies as Federal Express, 
and in busses. Once again, impending scarcity has been 
routed by advances in technology, in this case with the  
delicious result that, to cite Lawrence Mone, president of  
the Manhattan Institute, “The United States has accessible  
energy stores that could not only help resuscitate the  
American economy, but also transform global politics by 
taking energy leadership away from the perennially troubled 

32. Tennille Tracy, “Campaigns Spar Over Coal’s Future, The Wall Street Journal, 
September 24, 2012. 
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Middle East.”33 That’s a bit of stretch, since there is more to 
Middle East policy than developments in energy markets, but 
it is a view not to be dismissed out-of-hand. 

 But policy problems remain. The substitution of  
cleaner domestic natural gas for imported oil in mobile  
uses—with gains to our national security—would obviously 
be hastened if a relatively complete infrastructure for refuel-
ing were in place.34 Assuming that safety considerations  
can be met, part of that infrastructure can be created right  
at home, at least in homes that have garages or some  
connection to the gas mains. As a practical matter, we can 
leave it to individual consumers to decide whether the  
investment is worth the saving on gasoline costs. But the 
construction of re-fueling stations on major highways, to  
service the large trucks and busses that are currently the  
likeliest market for natural gas, and the electric cars that just 
might grow out of their present need for massive subsidies,  
is another matter. If it is indeed in the national interest to  
reduce the use of gasoline for security reasons, should the 
government subsidize the construction of those facilities, 
thereby internalizing this positive externality?  

Absent some clear theoretical guideline, we are  
reduced to common sense and an analysis of facts. The first 
fact is that such facilities are already being put in place by 
profit-seeking private parties. The second is that major  

33. Lawrence, Mone, “How to Avoid Making the Energy Boom Go Bust,” The Wall 
Street Journal, August 25-26, 2012. Since onshore development has reduced off-
shore gas production from 16% at the time of Katrina to 6% now, an additional ad-
vantage of shale oil and gas is that they reduce price volatility that  occurs when 
storms often rack the Gulf. See Liam Denning, “Natural-Gas Price Under the Weath-
er,” The Wall Street Journal, August 30, 2012.  Also Gregory Meyer and Javier 
Blas, “Shale takes wind out of hurricanes threat to energy,” Financial Times, August 
29, 2012, and Emiko Terazono, “Hurricanes not enough to blow natural gas higher,” 
Financial Times, August 29, 2012. 
34. See Robert A. Hefner III, The Grand Energy Transition. New York: John Wiley 
& Sons, 2009, passim. 
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truckers have a real incentive to expand the network of  
natural gas stations. The third fact is that the government’s 
resources are limited: no government that borrows almost 
40 cents for every dollar it spends should take on a burden 
that the private sector is capable of bearing but prefers to 
have the taxpayer fund. So I would leave this chore to the 
private sector.  

 Another international aspect of our energy policy  
is that to enhance our energy security we must draw on  
supplies from friendly—well, not unfriendly—neighbors to 
our north and south. The private sector stands ready to  
make the necessary infrastructure investment. It remains  
for government to decide that the benefits of drawing on  
Canadian resources—less reliance on the Middle East—
exceed any possible environmental costs, and that it would 
be a good idea to clear obstacles that prevent American 
companies from providing technical and financial assistance 
to Mexico to halt the decline in production resulting from 
decades of under-investment.  

 Policymakers are torn between the need for energy 
security and fear of the environmental consequences of the 
production processes used to extract oil in Canada. Once 
again, making policy means injecting common sense into 
the process. Delays in allowing this oil to flow south might 
allow it to end up in the hands of state-operated enterprises 
in a China that is increasingly belligerent and challenging 
our position in Asia, and prevent us from further decreasing 
our dependence on Middle East oil. So, even if we agree 
that production of Canada’s oil afflicts the environment in 
ways that are unfortunate, America’s refusal to purchase  
that oil would not prevent its production. That oil will be 
produced whether or not we are the purchasers, with  
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whatever consequences to the environment might result. 
Equally clearly, the purchase of Canada’s oil would contri-
bute to a policy of North American energy independence  
and reduced reliance on oil from hostile and unstable  
regimes. That advantage is, in effect, purchased at no cost  
to the environment. That is why the position environmental 
groups will adopt on the Keystone pipeline, in limbo while 
the President campaigns, is in my view a test of their willing-
ness to climb down from their ivory tower and confront the 
world as we find it. 

 There is more, and perhaps worse. Policymakers  
who have decided that security is paramount, and who favor 
the further displacement of Middle East oil with domestic 
supplies, now potentially available in abundance, have to  
vie with others who insist that development of domestic  
resources be slowed, lest the switch to renewables be  
derailed by our reduced security concerns and by increased 
use of natural gas. Where one stands on this issue is very 
much a function of just how high a value one places on  
national security, broadly construed to include both the  
reduced vulnerability to disruption of the macroeconomy  
by oil shocks, and the stifling of growth by cartel pricing,  
on the one hand, compared with the value of retaining  
pressure on the government to constrain the use of fossil 
fuels. The trade-off is starkly illustrated by what is more  
than a coincidence: our recent increase in imports of crude 
oil from Saudi Arabia, 700,000 barrels per day, exactly 
equals the decline in output from the Gulf of Mexico due to 
permitting problems since the BP oil spill. 

 These are only some of the policy problems. New ones 
pop up with unnerving regularity.  

 If we are to have a thriving solar industry, are we best 
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served by buying the equipment the Chinese govern-
ment subsidizes, so as to make solar power cheaper,  
or should we pursue the current policy of complaining  
to the World Trade Organization so as to protect  
domestic manufacturers, at the price of making solar 
power more costly?35 

 Should the government bow to the wishes of the several 

environmental groups that are preparing to fight the  
use of thousands of acres of federal land on which the 
Bureau of Land Management plans to allow massive  
solar installations because, get this, “no scientific  
evidence has been prepared to support the claim that 
these projects reduce greenhouse emissions?”36  

 Should the Navy continue to use diesel from chicken  

fat and algae at $27 per gallon, or be allowed to abandon 
that experiment and revert to conventional military fuels 
at $3.50 per gallon, increasing the funds available for  
national defense?37  

 Should we seek the jobs and revenues that would come 

with a rapid increase in our exports of natural gas,  
and the increase in our bargaining power with trading 
partners,38 or restrain those exports39 so as not to increase 
incentives for wider use of fracking to supply export 
markets, and to keep domestic prices from rising to the 

35. Solar module prices are down by about 45%. “There’s no point in competing 
with the Chinese on price, or even on quality—most Chinese modules are made on 
German machines,” says Sven Diermeier, an analyst at Independent Research in 
Frankfurt. Financial Times, August 27, 2012. 
36. “Green Against Green Energy”, Wall Street Journal, September 5, 2012. 
37. Diane Cardwell, “Running on Algae, Drawing Anger,” The New York Times, 
August 28, 2012. 
38. “The value of a free-trade agreement with the U.S. just went up a heck of a lot 
for some countries, says Karan Bhatia, former deputy U.S. trade representative, now 
with GE. See John Bussey, “Shale: A New Kingmaker in Energy Geopolitics,” The 
Wall Street Journal, September 20, 2012. 
39. Gas exports do not need government approval if headed for the seventeen coun-
tries that have free trade agreements with the United States. 
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benefit40 of consumers and increase the competitiveness 
of domestic manufacturers such as Dow Chemical?41  

 Should we relax permitting policies42 so as to step  

up drilling for domestic supplies of fossil fuels, or  
support the Obama administration’s current go-slow  
permitting policy so as to force more rapid development 
of renewables and electric vehicles? 

 Should we encourage fracking, or at least fail to  

discourage and delay it? 

The interesting point about fracking is this: there are  
positive externalities, not reflected in the price of natural  
gas, that should be included in any cost:benefit analysis.  
Environmentalists are always pressing to include negative 
externalities such as pollution, but I doubt that they will  
be as enthusiastic about factoring in the value of increased 
independence from oil supplies in the hands of bad guys,  
or the jobs that might be created by the return of some  
manufacturing processes to the United States if energy costs 
drop like a stone.43  

40. Exxon and its partners would like to convert an import terminal into an export 
facility at a cost of $10 billion, which environmentalists and consumer groups op-
pose, the former because it would lead to more fracking, the latter because it would 
raise prices to domestic consumers. When Exxon and others succeed in developing 
export markets for natural gas, “the price…will rise in the US and fall elsewhere” 
writes Henry Sender, “Gas at a turning point, but don’t write off oil and coal.” Fi-
nancial Times, August 21, 2012. 
41. “Do you grow the U.S. economy, or do you send the gas over to other economies 
and help them grow?” asks George Blitz, vice president  for energy and climate 
change at Dow. Daniel Gilbert and Tom Fowler, “Natural Gas Glut Pushes Exports, 
The Wall Street Journal, October 5, 2012.  
42. Keep in mind that Total, the French oil giant, has said that drilling in Arctic wa-
ters should not be allowed because “Oil on Greenland would be a disaster…. A leak 
would do too much damage to the image of the company.” Other companies disa-
gree, and are proceeding to explore an area that contains an estimated one-fifth of the 
world’s undiscovered oil. Guy Chazan, “Total warns against oil drilling in the Arc-
tic,” Financial Times, September 26, 2012.  
43. A good summary of the pros and cons of fracking can be found in William P. 
Boswell, “’Fracking’ for Natural Gas: Treasure or Trouble?,” Infrastructure, Vol.51, 
No.4, Summer 2012. Published by the ABA Section of Public Utility, Communica-
tions and Transportation Law. 
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At this point I am reminded of the cheers that greeted 
Bill Clinton, when, during his over-long introduction of 
Mike Dukakis in 1988, he said, “In conclusion…” Suffice  
it to say that I have merely skimmed the surface of the  
difficult policy issues we face as we try to achieve sustain-
able development, growth that produces full employment 
without doing violence to our environment.  

I do hope that I have persuaded you of several  
principles that narrow the range of differences among  
the various combatants in the energy and environmental  
policy arena: 

1. Sensible policy must involve a balancing of the need for 
economic growth and the need to minimize the impact of 
that growth on the environment. Neither growth at all 
costs, nor environmental absolutism, would serve us 
well. 

2. The markets for energy have sufficient imperfections to 
require more government intervention than free-market 
enthusiasts are comfortable with. 

3. Regulation is needed, but can be kept to a minimum by a 
policy of getting the prices of energy products right—
incorporating in them the costs imposed on society but 
not reflected in the prices consumers pay. 

4. Adequate supplies of energy are a national need, suggest-
ing that much regulation must be at the national level. 

5. The quality and direction of regulation is very much  
a function of the quality and political predilections of  
the men and women appointed to staff the regulatory 
agencies.  

6. It would be economically efficient to price carbon and 
eliminate subsidies for all energy sources, but absent that 
it would be well to have available funds allocated by  
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bidding from parties with skin in the game rather than  
determined by bureaucrats with only taxpayers’ money  
to lose. 

7. Energy policy does not stop at the oceans’ shores.  
National security considerations must be factored into any 
policy decisions. 

8. Most of all, common sense, applied to available facts, 
must trump ideology. Common sense tells us that “all  
of the above” is not a policy—it’s not even a coherent 
bumper sticker. It is a slogan designed to make every  
contestant in the energy or environmental policy feel he 
has won, and to avoid making choices or even creating a 
framework within which choices can be made. 

 
As Alfred Kahn, my former teacher and colleague, and  
perhaps the regulator who best understood the need for prag-
matic application of solid theoretical principles to  
policymaking, wrote: 

When we turn from the normative question of 
what we want to the institutional question of 
how we get it, we find ourselves launched  
into the baffling arena of social and political as 
well as economic behavior and organizations, 
into the real world of ignorance, error and  
corruption, where all institutions are in varying 
degrees imperfect. In that world, compromise 
and balance must be embodied in all the plans 
that are formulated.44 

 
Thank you for your attention. 

October 19, 2012 

44. Alfred E. Kahn, The Economics of Regulation: Principles and Institutions. New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971, Volume 2, “Institutional Issues,” p.xxi.  
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